Modeling protein flexibility in structure-based drug design and virtual screening remains a strong challenge due to the number of degrees of freedom involved and the cooptimization of protein and ligand shape and chemistry. However, there is a growing trend towards incorporating some protein side-chain flexibility modeling in docking, which enables better ligand positioning and scoring, which in turn can enhance the success of virtual screening. Here, we present several methods used for side-chain flexibility modeling in docking and recent insights gained from analyzing conformational transitions between ligand-free and bound crystal structures.
Modeling protein flexibility in structure-based drug design and virtual screening remains a strong challenge due to the number of degrees of freedom involved and the cooptimization of protein and ligand shape and chemistry. However, there is a growing trend towards incorporating some protein side-chain flexibility modeling in docking, which enables better ligand positioning and scoring, which in turn can enhance the success of virtual screening. Here, we present several methods used for side-chain flexibility modeling in docking and recent insights gained from analyzing conformational transitions between ligand-free and bound crystal structures.
BACKGROUND Improving Docking and Screening through Side-chain Flexibility Modeling
Several studies have shown that better sampling of motions during docking, including sampling ligand orientations more finely and modeling induced fit between the protein and ligand, improves the ability of protein-ligand complementarity scoring functions to detect the most accurate docking (1) (2) (3) (4) . For instance, when using the docking and screening tool SLIDE (Screening for Ligands with Induced-fit Docking, Efficiently) to dock 42 known thrombin ligands and 15 glutathione S-transferase (GST) ligands into the apo protein structures (reflecting the ligand-free binding site conformations), only 9 of the 42 thrombin ligands and 9 of the 15 GST ligands could be docked without modeling protein conformational change, even when the ligands were provided in their protein-bound conformations (3) . Modeling modest conformational change -by choosing the single bond(s) in the protein or ligand that could resolve the steric overlaps with the smallest rotation -allowed 86% of the thrombin ligands and 93% of the GST ligands to be docked accurately (to within 1.3 Å ligand RMSD, on average). The same approach for modeling side-chain flexibility allowed SLIDE to identify 9 out of 10 known thymidine kinase ligands within the 40 top-scoring compounds (and 6 in the top 25 compounds), when using the unbiased, ligand-free conformation of thymidine kinase as the screening template and a database of 80,000 conformers of ligand candidates (representing low-energy conformations of the known ligands mixed with a set of 1,000 drug-like molecules) (5) . In a virtual screening project to discover inhibitors for asparaginyl-tRNA synthetase from Brugia malayi (a human parasite causing elephantiasis), this approach resulted in a 15% hit rate; 7 out of 45 compounds identified by SLIDE were experimentally confirmed to be micromolar inhibitors (6) .
,
The need for side-chain flexibility modeling is not so obvious from the numerous redocking studies that have been published, which tend to emphasize the ability of existing docking tools to predict ligand binding modes to within 2 Å RMSD across a range of protein structures and ligand chemical classes. However, even in this easy case of redocking, in which the protein and ligand structures are provided in their bound conformations, the best of these methods (5,7) currently fail to dock 45% of the ligands.
The problem becomes much more complex in a predictive mode, in which virtual screening is used to identify new classes of ligands, given a protein binding site that is not pre-conformed to fit any of them. Thus, docking and screening studies using apo protein structures are likely to represent a much more realistic test. Fortunately, ligand conformations, at least for the cases with relatively few rotatable bonds (which tend to be favorable, in any case, due to the decreased entropic cost of binding), can be reasonably well sampled by existing Monte Carlo, genetic algorithm, and exhaustive torsional search methods in tools such as GOLD (8) , AutoDock (9), FLEXX (10), DOCK (4, 11) , and Omega (12-13).
Enhancing Target Specificity through Flexibility Modeling
For many protein targets of interest, the druggable binding site (e.g., the ATP site in protein kinases), is highly conserved in homologous proteins. Inhibitors that bind to highly conserved sites present a risk of serious side effects or toxicity, which is typically evaluated through costly in vitro screening of compounds against a broad panel of homologous proteins to assess cross-reactivity, followed by extensive pharmacological testing. Many otherwise promising, high-affinity compounds discovered by screening and improved by structure-based design are lost in the process.
Structural plasticity among human protein kinases (14) and differences in flexibility and dynamics of bacterial thymidylate kinases (15) have been proposed as the basis for designing more specific inhibitors. For the folate biosynthetic enzyme and antibiotic drug target, 6-hydroxymethyl-7,8-dihydropterin pyrophosphokinase (HPPK), differences in active-site loop and side-chain conformations between three bacterial enzymes have been identified by crystallography (16) , framework dynamics (17) (18) (19) , and molecular dynamics analysis (L. Yao, M. Tonero, L. A. Kuhn, and R. I. Cukier, unpublished results).
We are now representing these conformational differences as a series of design templates to screen for species-selective inhibitors. A similar approach has elucidated the specificity of long side-chain pyrrolopyrimidines for asparaginyl-tRNA synthetase from Brugia malayi relative to the human enzyme. Their ligand-binding residues are absolutely conserved. However, a single side-chain difference (Thr to Ala) near the base of an active-site loop, and facing away from the site, apparently allows the loop to open more in the Brugia protein, allowing the ligand to bind preferentially to Brugia (6).
In general, we propose that low-energy protein conformations that differ from the closed, catalytic conformation are likely to present greater differences between species than the closed conformation. The existence of these unique, low-energy conformations can reflect sequence variation that occurs outside, but near, the binding site, and they are likely to be subject to decreased evolutionary selection relative to the catalytically productive, closed conformation. Thus, beyond improving docking and screening, the ability to accurately model side-chain (and main-chain) conformations in and around ligand binding sites is expected to open a range of new possibilities for gaining specificity between closely homologous enzymes.
APPROACHES The State of the Art in Modeling Protein Side-chain Flexibility
We are fortunate that side-chain flexibility modeling can largely be decoupled from modeling main-chain flexibility (which involves many additional degrees of freedom). A study of almost 1,000 pairs of ligand-free and bound protein structures found no correlation between the degree of main-chain and side-chain movement (20) . As a result, some groups have used rotamer libraries for protein side chains (21) to allow efficient sampling of their conformations in the ligand interface (22) (23) (24) . This is computationally feasible for docking but not for screening. Additional drawbacks of rotamer sampling will be discussed below.
Some methods for modeling side-chain flexibility effectively couple side-chain and mainchain motion by using as docking targets an ensemble of experimentally-observed structures of the protein, often reflecting crystal structures solved in different space groups or with different ligands bound (9, (25) (26) 33 ). An advantage of this approach is that all the known, low-energy protein conformations can be considered. One of these methods considers combinations of conformations from different crystal structures that are mutually compatible (26) , but it is not clear whether this has an advantage over considering the different target conformations individually. Disadvantages of these approaches are that only existing protein conformations are sampled, and they do not reflect all the possible conformations, particularly when the protein binds to a substantially different class of ligands.
Soft docking is a more conservative approach which accepts that not all protein and ligand accommodations upon binding can be accurately predicted, and thus allows some degree of overlap between protein and ligand atoms during docking. Several methods either allow small van der Waals overlaps or dock the molecules using a smoothed representation of the protein surface (27) (28) (29) . This strategy can be combined with any of the others (e.g., side-chain sampling, or docking into ensembles of structures), and often is. A complementary approach used at the end of docking is energy minimization to ensure that any van der Waals overlaps between protein and ligand atoms can be resolved. Energy minimization adjusts the atoms' positions to energetically improve interactions in the interface but does not attempt to overcome the energy barriers that would be involved in significant rearrangements; therefore, the motions are typically quite small. One successful application of energy minimization is GOLD, in which only polar, terminal hydrogen atoms on protein side chains are considered flexible, and the penultimate bond rotational angle is chosen to optimize hydrogen bond interactions (9) . However, as with other methods that perform detailed energy calculations in the course of optimization, this approach (which also includes genetic algorithm sampling of ligand conformations and orientations) proves too computationally intensive for large-scale high-throughput screening. At the far end of this spectrum, in terms of fineness of sampling and scoring, are Monte Carlo and molecular dynamics (MD) techniques that consider all atoms as free to move within a force field including van der Waals, electrostatics, bond torsion and bending, and solvation energy terms (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) . These methods are generally appropriate for docking single protein-ligand complexes once there is a reasonably accurate initial placement of the ligand. However, MD simulations typically cannot surmount large conformational or orientational energy barriers within a reasonable timeframe. SLIDE (3, 27) represents an intermediate approach, in which all interfacial protein side chains and all single bonds in ligands are free to rotate during docking, but these motions are designed to remove van der Waals overlaps rather than thoroughly search the conformational space. As such, SLIDE's motions tend to be small, similar to those in energy minimization. However, because the bond angles to resolve collisions are calculated geometrically (Figure 1 ), rather than with respect to an energy function, the process is very fast. Protein side-chain and ligand flexibility have been modeled while screening and docking 150,000-800,000 compounds or 3D conformers using SLIDE (6, 27) , with about 100,000 candidates screened per day on a two-processor workstation.
How SLIDE selects the bond(s) to rotate during flexibility modeling is described in Figure 2 . The motions performed within SLIDE are typically disseminated throughout the interface, as shown for a protease-peptidyl ligand complex (with somewhat largerthan-typical motions; Figure 3 ). To complement its balanced protein and ligand flexibility modeling, SLIDE is typically combined with Omega to fully sample low-energy ligand conformations (12) (13) . SLIDE can also be combined with ROCK (RingOptimized Conformational Kinetics;18-19) to sample protein main-chain conformations that preserve the native non-covalent bond network, reflecting moderate to large-scale motions that tend to be low in energy. Therefore, full protein and ligand flexibility can be modeled by providing a database of low-energy ligand conformations as input to SLIDE for screening against a panel of protein conformations sampled by ROCK or by molecular dynamics, crystallography, or NMR (6, 19) . We now understand that side-chain rotations upon ligand binding are not well represented by rotameric transitions or by energy minima within a rotameric state.
Learning from Nature: Observing Side-chain Motions Upon Ligand Binding
Beyond not typically changing to a new rotamer, interfacial side chains observe favored dihedral angles only for Χ 1 (C α -C β ), and, to a lesser extent, X 2 (C β -C γ ) bond angles. Figure 4 shows the closeness with which even a very detailed main-chain-dependent rotamer library (39) can sample observed ligand-bound conformations for 25 cases in which side chains were observed to undergo large rotations (40) . In 17 out of the 25 cases, there exist no reasonable rotamer matches, even when considering just the side chains' Χ 1 and Χ 2 angles. This is consistent with interfacial side chains adopting strained conformations due to packing in a tight interface and a new chemical environment.
The Future: Knowledge-based Modeling of Side-chain Motions
Given that we cannot afford to thoroughly sample low-energy side-chain conformations during docking and screening, how can we intelligently identify which side chains move significantly, and how to move them? Some guidance is provided by diagnosing why particular side chains experience large rotations. In one-third of the 25 cases mentioned above, large-scale rotations were needed to avoid steric collisions with the ligand (40) . In an additional 50% of the cases, the side chains apparently moved to satisfy hydrogen-bonding groups that could not be satisfied in the ligand-free orientation. This is a complementary picture to that derived from analyzing 30 protein-ligand complexes, indicating that a majority (75%) of interfacial, intra-protein hydrogen bonds are preserved upon ligand binding, and these side chains tend to move very little (40) .
Together, these results create a relatively tractable scenario in which minimal (or greater) motion can be used to resolve steric overlaps between atoms during docking, then a conformational search can be performed to satisfy the hydrogen-bonding potential of buried polar side chains. As it turns out, most of the large-rotation cases actually involve small displacements (side-chain RMSDs of 1 Å or less), due to compensatory rotations in successive Χ i angles (40) . Thus, starting with the ligand-free conformation of each buried, unsatisfied polar side chain (of which there are typically just one or two per interface) and performing a local conformational search to optimize hydrogen bonding is expected to generate more accurate side-chain positions and allow better scoring of interactions during docking and screening. For all pair-wise intermolecular collisions, the bonds that can be rotated to resolve a particular collision are identified. They are stored in a matrix together with the corresponding rotation angle and the number of non-hydrogen atoms that will be displaced by the rotation. The product of the angle and the number of atoms (similar to a moment of inertia) provides a basis for the force that represents the cost of a rotation.
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